The Alliance is eager for your church’s children to be passionate about
reaching “Unreached People Groups” (UPGs) with the good news of the
gospel. We pray that your kids will become Great Commission Kidz
(G.C. Kidz) and make a difference for Christ’s Kingdom today!
		
1. Students will know the biblical reason for reaching the lost–Luke 19:10
2. Introduce students to Alliance work among UPGs
3. Use THUMB to remember the UPGs—Tribal, Hindu, Unreligious, Muslim, Buddhist
4. Pray, serve, give, go
This 75-90 minute missions festival is a unique adventure designed to challenge your
students to become passionate about reaching lost people for Christ. Feel free to adapt
the material to the needs of your group.
Theme music from Indiana Jones movie
Leaders can be dressed with Indiana Jones hats and bomber type jackets.
Ropes, vines, crates or boxes, paper mâché rocks, rolled up maps, backpacks,
lanterns, tents, tiki torches in sand buckets, binoculars, rocks or trails to specific
activity areas
Personalize for the visiting missionary
Signs on walls with the missionary’s country
Country flags, map highlighting specific country
Prepare the maps ahead of time based on the activity “Where are the lost?”
(see below) As kids enter your classrooms, they can begin to color the map.
Goal: To introduce students to the term “Unreached People Groups” and
demonstrate the urgent need for these people to be saved.
Supplies: Buckets, little plastic people or army men (100), tape for starting line,
small prize
Setting Up the Game:
1. Identify area for relay.
2. Mark starting line with tape.
3. Place one bucket for each team at the starting line; at
other end of relay, place a pile of “lost people.”
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Conducting the Game:
1. Students will be divided into appropriate number of teams.
2. Teams will run a relay race. One at a time, children will race to pick up one lost
person, race back, place it in the bucket, and say “Unreached People
Groups” to reinforce concept.
3. The race ends when all lost people are rescued.
4. The team with the most people in its bucket wins. (Optional – small
prize for each team member can be awarded.)
Say:
Do you see that pile of people down there?
Those people have never heard about Jesus!
They don’t know how to be saved from their sins! They are lost!
We call them “Unreached People Groups.”
What do we call them? (Have kids say “Unreached People Groups,” first loudly, then in a whisper.)
Okay! Right now we’re going to run a relay race to rescue these unreached people.
We are going to pretend that these buckets are the church.
Each team needs to line up behind the starting line. (Direct kids if necessary.)
When I say “go,” the first team member is going to run down and rescue one person.
Then that team member will run back, put the rescued person in the bucket, and say
“Unreached People Group.” When all the people have been rescued, we will see which
team has the most people in their church, and that team will be our winner.
On your mark, get set, GO! (Make sure everyone is enthusiastically cheering!)
When the race ends, Say:
What a great rescue.
I think you reached all the “Unreached People Groups!” Great job!
Today, we are going to meet a missionary who rescues lost people.
He goes to places where Unreached People Groups live. Let’s go find him . . .
Skit Preparation
Contact the missionary well ahead of time to explain the “Search and Rescue”
theme and interview format. Obtain correct names and statistics
to use in the interview.
CHARACTERS (dressed appropriately)
TV or newspaper reporter: Carry a notebook, camera, pocket tape recorder,
microphone, press pass.
Optional TV camera man: Pretend to record all the details of the event with
video camera on shoulder to reinforce concept.
Missionary: Indiana Jones hat; carry visuals from your country in a leather
backpack.
Reporter: (to camera man) Okay, roll the camera! (to audience) We’re here tonight
in the country of (name of country) to investigate reports of a heroic rescue effort
that’s going on. Research shows there are (#) Unreached People Groups—people who
have not heard about Jesus in this country, and (#) percent of them are not aware that
there’s definite hope that they can be saved from their sins. Let’s get some firsthand
information from one of the rescuers.
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Reporter: (as missionary enters the picture): (name of missionary), I
understand you’ve been here in (name of country) as part of “Operation
Search and Rescue.” Please share with our viewers (or readers) what’s going on
Reporter: Where are you currently doing a search and rescue?
Reporter: What is that country like? What language do they speak? What is the
weather like? Etc.
Reporter: Can you explain to us–what is a lost person?
Reporter: Are there lost people in this country?
Reporter: Why don’t they know about Jesus? (Explain their religion)
Reporter: How have you been able to reach the lost people with the good news of
Jesus? (If possible share an exciting story about a person becoming saved/rescued.)
Reporter: Are there more people still waiting to hear?
Reporter: Will you continue to share with them?
Reporter: Wow, this is so exciting! Kids, we need to keep giving to and
praying for our Alliance missionaries.
Reporter: Hey kids, could I have a volunteer to pray for our
missionary?
(Allow a child to pray for the missionary to reach the lost.)
Reporter: Well, thank you (name of missionary)! That’s one of the
best rescue stories I’ve heard in a long time. Keep up the good
work! (to audience) Good night from (country)!
Say: Hey kids, why is rescuing lost people so important? Let’s
see what the Bible says. (Memory Verse will be introduced
during the following activity. Do not recite it yet.)
Supplies: Treasure chest, small rolled up ivory colored
scrolls (one for each student) with Luke 19:10 written on it, CD player with Indian Jones
theme song, one large rolled up scroll with Luke 19:10 written on it.
Prepare your room: Hide your treasure chest filled with scrolls.
Activity:
1. As kids are walking in the room, play the “Indiana Jones” adventure theme song.
2. Explain to students that you heard that there was a lost treasure in the room or
activity area.
3. Instruct kids that it is their mission to find the treasure chest, open it, bring back one
treasure, and sit down.
4. Tell kids not to open the treasure yet.
5. Allow kids to search as you continue to play the theme song.
6. After students find the treasure and return to you:
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Say: Did you find treasure? (Allow kids to show what they found.)
Do: Have kids unroll the scroll and read the verse together (If kids cannot read,
please read it to them.)
Do: At the same time, unroll the large scroll to hold up
in front of the class and point to the following key
words as you explain them.
Say: Who is the Son of Man? (Another name
for Jesus)
Say: Did you ever “seek” anything? What does
seek even mean? (Refer to how the kids just
experienced what it means to seek)
Say: Who needs to be saved? (Unreached people—
those who don’t know Jesus—just like in the relay
we did earlier.)
Say: What does lost mean? Lost does not mean they don’t
know where they are; it means that they don’t know
Jesus and if they died tonight, they would not go
to heaven.
Say: Wow! Now that this verse is “decoded,” you can
understand how important it is that, as G.C. Kidz, we get the good
news of Jesus to the lost people as soon as possible!
*This is a great place to insert the salvation invitation.
Supplies: Earth squeeze balls
1. Divide kids into appropriate number of small groups and assign an adult leader to
each group.
2. Verse will be reviewed by adult leader tossing the earth ball to a student who will
recite the first word of the verse.
3. That student will quickly toss the ball to another student who will quote the second
word and so on until the verse and verse reference are correctly quoted.
4. As soon as the quote is complete, all members of that group will raise their hands
until all groups have completed the verse.
5. The first group to complete the verse and raise their hands will be the winning group.
6. Repeat several times and see how fast teams can recite the verse! (Feel free to
time groups and “break records” on how fast the verse can be recited.)
7. The adult leader should make sure that the verse is quoted accurately.
• Older kids: If they make a mistake, have the team start over until the verse is
quoted correctly. If the ball is dropped, the team would need to start over.
• Younger kids: Have all the kids say the verse together and pass the
ball. The last child holding the ball when the verse is completed
is out.
Expanding the treasure hunt:
Leave several clues to find treasure chest.
Hide scrolls individually without the treasure chest
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*Coloring the world map can be used as a pre-session activity.
Supplies Options:
White roll paper (bulletin board size), overhead projector and transparency, markers,
pictures of ethnic people, an atlas or world map.
Map: Create a large map.
Option 1: Download a world map and sketch onto large roll paper or use a
transparency of the world map and an overhead projector to trace it.
Option 2: Download and print black line world map onto 11x14” paper for an individual
version of activity.
Pictures: Download pictures of people’s
faces or get them from magazines. Include
a wide variety in approximate proportions
to the size of continents. Tribal, Hindu,
Unreligious (atheist – Chinese), Muslim,
Buddhist
Activity
Option 1: Attach the map to the wall at
the child’s height.
Option 2: Distribute individual map to
each student. (Maps can be colored
during entrance activity.)
Do: Highlight or “frame” the 10/40 Window
with a highlighter or marker.
Say: A large percent of the unreached People Groups are found in this window.
Christians call this area the 10/40 Window. That means it’s between 10 and 40 degrees
north latitude of the equator. Who lives in the 10/40 Window? Christians have a special
name for people who live in the 10/40 Window and don’t know about Jesus. We call them
Unreached People Groups or UPGs. No one has reached these people with the gospel.
Continue to explain by using these pointers:
Two thirds of the world’s people live there. Most of the people who don’t know
anything about Jesus live here (UPGs.) The world’s poorest and sickest people live
here and need our help. Distribute pictures to children. Have them attach the pictures
to the proper area one at a time. As each child approaches the map, talk about UPGs.
Include names, population, dominant religions, areas of persecution, etc. Find out what
the children know about the continent and people. (This guided conversation is very
important!) End the activity with prayer while the children place their hands on the
faces on the map.
*Teacher Tip: Kids on a Mission provides in-depth teaching on the 10/40 UPGs, available at the C&MA Service Center.
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T-H-U-M-B Memory Tool
(For more details on the Unreached People
Groups, refer to the map in the “Kids on a
Mission” curriculum available at the C&MA Web
site – www.cmalliance.org)
Do: Hold up your hand, put thumb up, and focus on it.
Say: Think of times when you use your thumb. Babies suck their
thumbs; coaches encourage their players with a thumbs-up; police
officers use thumbprints to find suspects . . .
Using your thumb and hand will help you remember the five major
Unreached People Groups. As I explain this to you, keep your fingers
up after I say their meaning.
THUMB = Tribal (People who believe that spirits live in everything— trees,
rocks, rivers, etc. Most live in Africa.)
POINTER FINGER = Hindu (People who believe in many gods. Most live in India.)
THIRD FINGER = Unreligious (Atheist) (People who don’t believe in God. Many live in China.)
RING FINGER = Muslims (People who believe in a god named Allah. Many live in the
Middle East.)
PINKY = Buddhist (People who believe in a man named Buddha and follow what he said to do
instead of the Bible. Many live in Asia.)
Continue to review the names of the UPGs by having kids recite the different meanings
of each finger and point to where the unreached people live on the map.
*If your kids need to release energy at this time, turn your review into a relay game
to the map. Have two teams form, place names of UPGs in a bucket, select a UPG from
the bucket, and read it off to the first two team members; they will race to the map
and point to the correct location. (Team members can cheer and yell directions if their
runner needs assistance.) Repeat.
Part 1 - Who will pray for the lost people?
Supplies: Inflatable globe, permanent markers
1. Form a circle with students.
2. Explain the importance of praying for UPGs.
3. Ask kids if they will commit to praying for the UPGs.
4. Pass globe around circle and have students sign their
names to commit to praying for the Unreached People Groups.
5. Tell kids you will hang this globe in the entrance to your
ministry area to remind them throughout the year of their commitment.
Part 2 – Who will give to the lost people?
*Parents need to already be informed of this activity so that students
can make pledges with parents’ knowledge and support.
Supplies: Missions and Faith Promise Activity Booklet, Volume 2, pens,
small scissors
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1. Explain what a “Faith Promise” is.
2. Explain how the students can give money to send missionaries
and Bibles to the UPGs by making a “Faith Promise.”
3. Have students sign “Faith Promise” card and turn in the
tear-off portion.
4. Show kids where to physically give their money
during the year.
5. Say: Please keep your part of the “Faith
Promise” card to remind you of your
commitment to give to the lost people.
Final Prayer: Have several kids end your
session with prayer for the UPGs and
Alliance missionaries.
Get snack ideas from the missionary
Swamp Water–Equal parts root beer and orange soda
Mud Slide Pudding–Chocolate pudding with broken sandwich cookies and
mini marshmallows
Licorice ropes
Trail mix
OrientalTrade.com
Children’s Cotton Adventure Hats AQ-56/9041– Color your own adventure
hat–12 for $19.99
Earth Squeeze Balls – #BL48 – 12 balls for $9.99
Treasure Chest – #KW-5/460 – $3.99
Outback Hats – 12 hats for $24.99
Inflatable World Globe – 12 globes – $12.99
Earth Bounce Balls – KW-12/2949 – $14.99 per dozen
Reflexable Squeeze Globes – KW12/286 – $12.99 per dozen
Earth Kick Balls – KW- 12/269
Friendship Club Kids – 8 multicultural wooden children – KW-27/229 – $6.99 per set
Kipptoys.com – 800-428-1153
Large Treasure Chest – NB7510 – $5.40 each
Globe Bank – NA 3057 – $17 per dozen
Cobra Snake Inflate – $21 per dozen
Treasure Chest Cooler – NA3023 - $10.50
Cloth Foreign Flag Set – NB2516 - $15.25
Gold Coins – NB4258 – $4.05
Your Local Hardware Store
Tan Painting Tarps – Great backdrop or tablecloth
Thick Ropes – Hang from ceilings
SmileMakers.com – 1-888-800-Smile
Compass Rings – #TCH283 – 144 rings for $13.99
Earth Squeeze Ball – #BL48 – $9.99 per dozen
Plastic World Flags – #SCH1264 –72 flags – $9.99
World Wall Map/Flags Poster – #SCH923 – $5.99
Fold-Up Globes – #SCH1067 – 24 – $15.99
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